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About This Game

Are you ready for the next level of Tower Defense games?

Epic multiplayer battles

Whether it's 1-on-1 or team-on-team: in the fast-paced multiplayer duels, every decision counts! While you're constantly
sending monster troops to your opponent, you can't neglect your own defense. With each level up you can choose from dozens

of skills to best support your playing style.
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Endless single-player gaming fun

Three innovative game modes, five difficulty levels, seven scenarios, countless maps and enemy types – the single player offers
you everything you need for long-term gaming fun. Compete in rankings with your friends and players from your city, your

country and the whole world – and check out how the best play via detailed rankings.

 

 

 

 

Easy to use level editor

Create your own maps in the included editor and publish them with one click so everyone can play them!
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Direct line to the developers

Are you struggling with problems or have ideas to improve the game? Contact us directly! Since the beginning of Early Access
we publish updates with fixes and enhancements every two weeks – including many suggestions we received directly from you.

 

 

 

 

Features

65 different towers from a Ballista to a Volcano

3 singleplayer modes: Classic Mode, Survival Mode, Hero Mode

47 items from a Mithril Chassis to Deadly Poison Bombs

48 monster abilities from Gold Rush to Invincibility

7 settings from desert to ice world

21 different skills in multiplayer with multiple upgrades

107 different monsters containing 21 elementals

13 quests for bonus items in Hero Mode
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Title: Elemental War
Genre: Indie, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Clockwork Origins
Publisher:
Clockwork Origins
Release Date: 18 Oct, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1+

Processor: Dual Core with 3 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 660 2GB, AMD Radeon 7850 2GB

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 4 GB available space

English,German
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Best game i ever played. I really liked the experience, very gooooood. A must have for ever gamer on this planet. A very
interesting game concept, and it works better than you'd think! The balance is a bit skewed in favor of one or two of the
character classes but all are viable.. DPM + 2 enemies on the opposing side + crappy old computer = 12 FPS

This is as good as it gets for me.

3/10
Doesn't have Reznov. I long for a sequel where the game continues as MC female who dates Mark and no other hoes, god I wish
that were me. Man, I remember so many late nights playing this game. Was a shot load of fun, esp when I would fly drones over
a sniper and detonate right behind them. So sad this entire company collapsed.

I recently managed to locate the dedicated server files and was thinking about putting up a server and hopefully finding maybe
10 or more people who would want a weekly game night for FFOW. I dont even see any dedicated servers available for rent
anymore so I doubt anyone plays much.

Any interest? Hit me up on steam.

BEWARE if you are buying this game: I remember single player was fun but there is NO multiplayer. You can start a LAN
game but there are NO BOTS to play against. So you better have friends pleb.. I thoroughly enjoyed this game when I played it
on X360 back in the day. This, however, feels like a trashy port.
-The camera is absolutely atrocious in places [although that was a problem in the original, so not a version-specific complaint].
-The aiming system is F'd in the A. You can be pointing in the direction of an enemy, and your guy will random decide he wants
to shoot a box a few feet to the side of the enemy, ignoring the fact that the enemy is y'know.. trying to kill you. That box is
definitely the bigger threat.
-The checkpoint system is trash. It was a problem in the original too, but it wasn't ever something I really noticed. In this
version, however, thanks to the semi-broken controls, and the fact the game seems buggy AF (I've had 2 hard crashes already
and, at time of writing, I've only been playing for about 90 minutes), it's a BIG problem. Oh you just played through half a level
and died because you fell off a ledge you couldn't see was a ledge? Congrats, now you get to replay everything you did since the
last checkpoint and NONE of what you did carries over.
-The game doesn't have online multiplayer. LIterally.. what is the point of a co-op twin-stick shooter if it's local co-op only? Jfc.

I bought this game for nostalgia and easy cheevs... and all I got was this lousy review.
Wouldn't recommend, sadly.. Repetative, gets quite boring sitting around waiting for a crime so that you can click it and send
some dude to it for about 30 secs.
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Ok my little review on Heavy Fire: Afghanistan is just this!! Real good throw back to Arcade Rail Shooter's! This game is real
good looking and is fun and being a rail shooter the controlls are easy !! The only thing this game is missing is a Light Gun lol
Give it a shot if you are into old school arcade rail shooters ;) Man i remember pumping so many quarters in games like this in
the local Arcade in the Mall back in the day lol. Where Do I Even Find This Thing?!. This game has an activation limit, so after
so many installs the game will not launch. This is a problem for me as I like to build computers and test games on them.

It is a good game but can’t recommend due to this problem.. Pluses:
+Relaxing gameplay
+Beautiful grahpic
+Calm sound
+3 excellent game modes

Minuses:. 10/10, best flying through the air 300 times and throwing controller simulator 2017.. OH MY LORD, possibly the
greatest soundtrack to a game I have ever heard, still don't know what I'm doing or the controls but it is such a great game
deserves the recognition. Awesome Story telling, greatest soundtrack and great design to the game overall

10/10 could wank to

just love the game and the art style. Hello, and welcome to the maximum review, which you have been waiting for. This review
will cover THE PIT AMD THE PENDULUM. FOR STARTERS: AT ONE POINT in this game you will be laying to the
RIGHT of a PIT and the character will say the pit is on your right. This could be the fact that whomever made this game does
not have ENGLISH as a primary language, or the interpreter is handicapped, as they FORGOT THE PLAQUE THAT SHOWS
AS THE GAME STARTS.(WTF?) ANYWHO; TIME FOR THE REVIEW.

This game has some visually beautiful pictures in it, and some BEAUTIFUL (GOTO SCREENSHOTS, and LOOK FOR MY
PICTURES) ANGELS.
That is the only thing visually pleasing about this game.

The game took me twenty-nine minutes to complete.. At least twenty minutes of this was reading, WAITING,(YES YOU
HAVE TO WAIT AT POINTS) and Watching the credits.. which, by the way, IS NOT SKIPPABLE. I accidentally clicked
ABOUT in the in-game menu, so that AND the end credits gave me roughly fifteen minutes of my playthrough.

This game is short. It has some technical flaws, AS IN; to start the game, you must set all of your D3D options, and hope that
you chose correctly.
That is all I pretty much have to say about this game.
I got this game as a part of a bundle through steam. --PAID About $0.10 for this game.

Edgar Allen Poe would be ashamed!!

BUT, THIS LITERALLY IS A TELLING OF: THE PIT AND THE PENDULUM, BY EDGAR ALLEN POE.
It you like visual Poetry, this is for you. NOT WORTH $4.99.

TL;DR: THIS GAME IS VERY SHORT, IS ONLY POINT-AND-CLICK, AND HAS ENGLISH PROBLEMS.. A fast pased
game that can be lots of fun, but a lot of clicking! Nice causal game to just pick up and play when you have a little time to kill,
but don't want to get locked into anything serious.. WAY MY MONEY IN THIS PROGRAM.. Dis♥♥♥♥♥♥be kawaii as hell
dawg.
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This patch makes some fixes to the game.

Fixed:
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 Fixed inability to create compass

 Corrected the sound of the sea on the cliff

 Corrected the behavior of "The Stone Doctor" in the hospital

 Fixed being able to get into another dimension with the scanner

 Fixed inability to break down some open doors by "The Stone Doctor"
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